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turing's legacy: a history of computing at the national ... - turing's legacy: a history of computing at the
national physical laboratory, 1945-1995 (review) stuart s. shapiro technology and culture, volume 41, number
1, january 2000, pp. 172-174 alan turing: a modern computing legacy - in 2012, the centenary of alan
turing’s birth, this guide celebrates the computing pioneer’s life and looks at how his futuristic work, from
artificial intelligence to thinking machines, is seen in a modern context. alan turing: the founder of
computer science transcript - 31 october 2013 alan turing: the founder of computer science professor
jonathan p. bowen alan mathison turing, obe, frs, has a rightful claim to the title of father of modern
computing. alan turing’s legacy: info-computational philosophy of nature - alan turing’s legacy: infocomputational philosophy of nature gordana dodig-crnkovic school of innovation, design and engineering,
m¨alardalen university, v ¨aster as, sweden˚ session i: lecture 2: turing’s legacy - smart cities - it has a
long history: the greeks knew about it – electric fish –sparks –material has a charge –and when you bring
materials into contact interesting things happen ….. alan turing: legacy of a code breaker - turing's legacy
is not restricted to the pure science of computing, however. he also made a he also made a major contribution
to the war effort, helping to save many thousands of lives. alan turing’s legacy: info-computational
philosophy of nature - alan turing’s legacy: info-computational philosophy of nature gordana dodigcrnkovic1 abstract. alan turing’s pioneering work on computability, and his ideas on morphological computing
support andrew hodges’ view of turing as a natural philosopher. turing’s natural philosophy differs importantly
from galileo’s view that the book of nature is written in the language of mathematics ... f alan m. turing
(1912–1954) - currentscience - engine, computing legacy, universal computers. of the finest types of
intelligence – human, artificial, and military – turing is perhaps the only person to have computability and
analysis: the legacy of alan turing - computability and analysis: the legacy of alan turing jeremy avigad
departments of philosophy and mathematical sciences carnegie mellon university, pittsburgh, usa
encyclopedia alan mathison turing | encyclopedia - turing’s observations about computing might seem
pedestrian by twenty-first-century standards, they are remarkable considering that turing was anticipating
practice which had yet to be fully realized in his time. the life and work of alan turing - travel editions buildings reflect turing’s legacy; one notable building is the william gates building, the university computer
science laboratory, a department founded originally by maurice wilkes, a contemporary and the history of
the history of software - 1 the history of the history of software by martin campbell-kelly warwick university
introduction allow me to begin with a small piece of personal history, which i hope illustrates a more
computability in mathematics-turing’s legacy - computability in mathematics-turing’s legacy rod downey
victoria university wellington new zealand downey’s research is supported by the marsden fund, and this
material chapter 8 turing and the history of computer music - springer - turing and the history of
computer music b. jack copeland and jason long abstract the story of turing’s pioneering work in creating the
first computer- generated musical notes in manchester in 1948–1949 is told, as well as the story of christopher
strachey’s work (later oxford’s first professor of computing), who extended turing’s note-playing routines to
create computer-generated ...
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